DREAMS
“Things have a life of their own... It’s simply a matter of waking up their souls”
(One Hundred Years of Solitude, G.G Marquez)

Dreams is a collection of art design furnitures founded on a set of principles of ancestral worth and on a sense
of style that invokes recollection, emphasize remi- niscence and gives new meaning of the imagination that
inhabits the unconscious. The opportunity to regain the benefits derived from dreaming cannot be precluded
from any sort of circumstances. Anxiety is a game played by adults. It is possible to fight the fear of growth, to
lighten the sense of unhappiness that comes from the gap between life’s stages of development. Objects
cannot bring happi- ness but they can both come together. Freedom of thought and actions of a child are
called upon to overcome the constrictions imposed by theatre of social codes and to raise the curtain of
appearance.
The desire for dissolving codes of behavior is applied to shapes. The esthetic research is focused to leave
rigour for a new harmonious balance. It is a creative process in which astonishment, laughter and the magic of
light assume valuable significance. The aim is to tear down the fear of fear by producing feelings. Rather than
imposing a finite view of spaces and contents, the intent is to provide new interpretations of needs, first among
them the desire to build spaces for freedom.
Luca Sacchetti feels the need for self-expression and communication trough furniture. Furniture items, such as
“Home Sweety Pool”, can become a sort of “agora’” or they can turn into private elements as tools to fulfill an
interior search, such as “La Culla” couch swing. Moreover furniture can become a refuge, a hiding place, as “Il
Rifugio” hideaway bed.
A Dream must go well beyond the attempt to realize a desire. It must be able to escape the trap of the mind.
Surrounding and furniture become the decompression chambers that favor this process of liberation, be it
personal or collective. The sense of touch is the utmost and most didactic of the senses. Hence the preference
for high-tech innovative technologies reflected in the decision to employ optical fibers hasn’t been undertaken
just to create suffused lighting ambiences but to underline a creative process that involves synthetic and
natural elements. Both straight and curved lines meet together in the collection. The ultimate encounter
between the male soul, characterized by its esthetic rigidity, and the female sense, sinuous and rounded.
The rocking sofa “La Culla” express The desire to be cradled inside a cave. The cradle of the conscious and
the unconscious. A shelter that elevates thoughts and sublimates the feeling of escape.

The rocking sofa’s structure is made of a welded tubular steel frame. Six bent plastic panels covered with polyurethane foam (three
on the interior and three on the exterior) are applied to the frame. The structure is divided into three parts, joined together by steel
bayonets. Elastic belts have been applied to the seat and back, made by bent steel tubolars. The filling is a pillow made by
polyurethane foam. The suspension system, which allows for the rocking motion, consists of steel tubolars affixed to the upper
portion of the swing.
The external structure, is covered with fabric or fake fur applied to panels made by plastic bent. The internal structure is covered
with Luminex fabric applied to panels made by plastic bent and filled with a layer of polyurethane. Luminex is an elasticized fabric
made by optical fibers and cotton that is internally connected with a led chain which allows fabric enlightening.
Dimensions: maximum height 192 cm (75.7 in) – maximum depth 150 cm (59.1 in) – maximum width 240 cm (94.6 in) – seat width
154 cm (60.7 in) – seat depth 70 cm (27.6 in) - seat height 45 cm (17.7 in). Edition limited to twelve samples – March 2014

The series of beds (double bed, tete a tete bede, single bed), called “Il Rifugio” remind the natural place
where to find peace and lightness, the non-secret refuge. A bed in which to curl up and find oneself; a place
where to claim happiness and overcome fear. The nocturnal solution to daily needs.
The double bed has a supporting structure made by steel tubes and is applied to revolving wheels with an aluminum colored
brake.The sides are made by wood and filled with polyurethane foam. Headboard and foot of the bed are made by bent steel tubes
covered with wood sheet and filled with polyurethane foam. Spring: the spring is made by wood staves. Filling: polyurethane. Cover:
the entire structure is covered with fabric. The headboard is covered internally with Luminex fabric applied to a removable wood
panel filled with a layer of polyurethane. Luminex is an elasticized fabric made by optical fibers and cotton that is internally
connected with a led chain which allows fabric enlightening.
Dimensions: 185 x 220 cm (72.9 x 86.7 in) – head height 168 cm (66.2 in) – footboard height 78 cm (30.7 in). Edition limited to
twelve samples – March 2014.
The tete a tete bed has a supporting structure made by steel tubes and is applied to revolving wheels with an aluminum colored
brake.The sides are made by wood and filled with polyurethane foam. Headboards of the bed are made by bent steel tubes covered
with wood sheet and filled with polyurethane foam. Spring: the spring is made by wood staves. Filling: polyurethane. Cover: the
entire structure is covered with fabric. The headboard is covered internally with Luminex fabric applied to a removable wood panel
filled with a layer of polyurethane. Luminex is an elasticized fabric made by optical fibers and cotton that is internally connected with
a led chain which allows fabric enlightening.
Dimensions: 95 x 220 cm (37.4 x 86.7 in) – heads height 168 cm (66.2 in). Edition limited to twelve samples – March 2014.
The single bed has a supporting structure made by steel tubes and is applied to revolving wheels with an aluminum colored
brake.The bed side is made by bent steel tubes covered with wood sheet and filled with polyurethane foam. Spring: the spring is
made by wood staves. Filling: polyurethane. Cover: the entire structure is covered with fabric. The side is covered internally with
Luminex fabric applied to a removable wood panel filled with a layer of polyurethane. Luminex is an elasticized fabric made by
optical fibers and cotton that is internally connected with a led chain which allows fabric enlightening.
Dimensions: 220 x 95 cm (86.7 x 37.4 in) – side height 168 cm (66.2 in). Edition limited to twelve samples – March 2014.

Home sweety pool: to rest on the edge or dive in. To partake or to observe. One solution for two different
emotions. An “agorà” where to get in without necessarily participating.
Home sweety pool sofa has a supporting structure made by epoxidized powder varnished steel and is applied to revolving wheels
with an aluminum colored brake. Spring and mattress: the spring is made by wood planks. The mattress is made by polyurethane
covered in a white cotton cover. Filling: External sides around the bed are filled with polyurethane. Cover: The entire structure is
protected by a completely removable fabric. Water mat: The mat is made by polyurethane plate, 0.2 mm (0.008 in) thick, soldered at
high pressure. The mat filled with water is 1 cm (0.4 in) thick. Cobblestone pattern: bi-component rubber is hand-buttered on an
elasticized synthetic fiber. The cobblestone decoration is obtained by applying the bicomponent rubber (containing luminescent and
fosforecent powder) with a brush using the drop method by hand.
Dimensions: external 180 x 210 cm (71.0 x 82.7 in) – internal 130 x 195 cm (51.2 x 76.8) -height 43 cm (17.0 in). Edition limited to
twelve samples.- March 2014.

